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Building Science Extension
Studio and Workshop Improvements
Project Summary

The existing workshop facilities, which are dispersed across three separate locations in the Architecture Building, are now operating at full capacity. This extension to Building Science will allow these three spaces to be co-located in one accessible location. A dedicated ‘craft’ workshop will occupy the ground floor space and a separate ‘digital’ workshop will be located on a mezzanine above. Three new design studios will also be created on the upper floors which will relieve pressure on both the Architecture Building and Building Science.

Accessibility Improvements

As part of the works a new lift and circulation core will be installed to enhance the existing circulation routes and connect the extension to the existing studio spaces. A new accessible entrance on Old Library Lane and an additional fire exit route onto Claremont Walk will be created.

Further Information

Work began in Spring 2016 and the new facilities are expected to open in Spring 2017.

Status: under construction
Project Value: £3,300,000
Project Manager: Jack Hunter
Contact: ess.helpdesk@ncl.ac.uk
www.ncl.ac.uk/estates/ourcampus/projects/